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nterview
lunders
an ’Hurt’

AND THEN I SAID . . .

(Editor’s NoteThis is the first of two articles about the SJS Placement
t,c,, end its willingness.to assist seniors with a major job-hunting problem,
;ftbolaw. The second article, which will appear Monday, will deal with
10 most often asked interview questions.)

;h.
OF GOOD TASTE
icy by

11 JOS!

F

IN THE STOCK?
But say, for example, you ask the interviewer:
e the price of your stock doubled during the
year. Is this because of missile development?"
can imagine the official’s chest swelling with
as he thinks, "This fellow knows about us Pr I
BORMANN
might be just the man we need."
This is all common sense, you say? Of course.
So there’s more to preparing for a job interview than brush Your teeth, gouging the wax out of your ears and putting
a clean suit.
You cocky, I’ve-got -an -education-so-now-I -know-it-all seniors I bother to come in to Admin. 234. Go out into the business world
see how fast you can trip yourselves up.
-ON-THE-GROUND
Rut you feet -on-the-ground seniors who realize you’re going in
]rlrning things for the rest of your lifevisit Murphy and Barns, our crew-cut placement experts. They’ll help you see that you
tsane r;o0DliY to those four years.

vs

Ray Norton
Named Top
SJS Athlete
Ray Norton was named Athlete of the Year last night at
the annual Football Awards
Banquet honoring the 1958
Spartan varsity and freshman
grid squads. The banquet was
held at the Almaden Golf Club.
Sam Dawson was awarded the
trophy for most valuable back
and the trophy for the most improved player. Dawson started
out the season as a reserve halfback and finished as the leading
rusher prom the fullback spot.
The most valuable lineman
award went to Bill Atkins, 220
lb. guard. Ron Earl, Spartan
center, won the most inspirational player trophy.
Dan Colchico received the
award for the player who contributed most to the team.

Stoma above are some Kappa Kappa Gammas, one of the eleven
sorority groups that will participate in tomorrow night’s sorority
half of Theta Chi’s Greek Show. The Kappa ladies are practicing
their skit, "What Do You Think of Men?" Their answer will be
given in the Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m. tomorrow.
Spartafoto by Charles Illndes

Lambda Chi in
Greek Show Win

Lambda Chi Alpha’s portrayal of "Sinner Man" walked off
with top honors at the Greek Show opening last night before a
standing-room-only audience in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Alpha Tau Omega’s rendition of "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" copped the second place prize while Delta Sigma Phi captured a third place trophy with "The Drama of Life."
Eleven sororities will participate in the second portion of the ninth

annual All -Greek Show tomorrow+
evening in Morris Dailey Audi- Phi, "Jungle Safari with Mr. Matorium at 8. Fraternities perform- goo"; Phi Mu, "Singing in the
ed last night in the show spon- Rain:" Gamma Phi Beta, "Jungle
sored by Theta Chi fraternity.
Night"; Alpha Omicron Pi, "WomSororities and the titles of their an’s Revolt"; Kappa Kappa Gamskits in order of appearance will ma, "What Do We Think About
include: Kappa Alpha Theta, "Col- Men?"; Alpha Chi Omega. "Herlegiate"; Kappa Delta, "Around nando’s Hideaway"; Chi Omega,
the World with Mr. Magoo"; Delta "Black Coffee"; and Delta GamZeta, "My Square Lady"; Alpha ma, "Think."
Judges for tomorrow night’s
performance will he Bob Custer,
local disc jockey, Harry Hambly
of KNTV, and George Currlin,
owner of Currlin’s Music Center.
Skits will be judged on originality,
preparation, and presentation.
Intermission entertainment will
feature "The Wayfarers," a group
mittee, Dr. Willey stated that the ’’as a new sound or emergency offers a comprehensive plan of ac- of SJS students appearing at the
need for positive action faces all measure enters the pattern of our lion in case of disasterous fire, Kerosene Club, local night spot.
earthquake or air attack.
Greek Show Commitee includes
of us individually. "We must learn daily life."
Nearly every campus corridor Mike Brady, chairman; Chick
to understand and act," he said, I Dr. Willey pointed out that SJS
holds an illustrated chart telling Threlfall, publicity agent; Bob
East and John Weitz, stage manwhat to do in case disaster strikes.
agers; Lyle Stoddard, sound tech"We hope that every college per- nician; Mo Stevens, program deson, seeing these charts several sign and decorations; Ron Geretimes a week will become vas, printing; Pat Maloney, adverthoroughly familiar with disaster tising: Tom Finnegan, Bob East,
11111010
warnings and the correct pro- Rick Risbrough, and Darrell Adcedure for each."
Steve Pavlovich,
ams, lighting;
head usher, and Theta Chi pledges,
REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS
Dr. Willey added that college ushers.
faculty and employes should review civil defense Instructions in
the Staff Reference hook that i,
available in each department.

rofessor Urges Preparedness
By RAY HELSER
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:hat would you do if the siren
front of the Engineering Build to wail or emit a series
short lils,ts? Would you walk
’n to the Coop and ask your
dies what was going on? Con
t9 class as usual? ’Fly into
le?
rone of these reactions might
;our life. All are a part of a
confusion that could arise
onpus in case of an air at It could arise if every stuald instructor is not certain
" course of action designed
,tastrophe.
uoPTED
oention to disaster prohilt have been adopted
is, Dr Prank G. Willey, coExtension Set-vices
H
the Disaster Con announced
.I a, 7 will he desigI as N.dional Civil Defense
g the s I g n "Peace
Preparedness," the Office
il Defense has scheduled
.1 actin ities
for the obsem.
including civil defense exerexhibits and national radio
Program5.
o.ikinz for the college com-

spoke hesitantly, unsure of his.
words.
"Personal circumstances do n*
,
allow me to carry on this position
successfully . . . I would like t,,!
give all efforts and respects t
von Damm."
(Milton von Damm tied with
Partridge in Wednesday’s original voting by Student Council
the tie favoring Partridge in a
second count.)
By PHIL GEIGER
Partridge went on to explain,
"Thieves Carnival," opening tohe hadn’t intended to notify Student Council of his resignation night in the College Theater, is a
until it met Wednesday afternoon. gay farce which should offer a
ASB Pres. Dick Robinson, who much needed laugh to playgoers
was not aware of Partridge’s sud- who viewed the last State College
den decision until revealed by the
production, "Lower Depths," a
Spartan Daily, expressed great
gripping serious view of life.
surprise and regret.
Jean Anouilh’s comedy comes
Later yesterday, after accepting Partridge’s sudden letter of ’ nowhere near reality in its action
resignation, he appointed Milton or staging.
As John Kerr, associate provon Damm as successor.
fessor of drama and play direcAfter telephoning Partridge,
tor says, "Anoullh’s spirit of
Robinson issued the following
fun and light heartedness will be
statement:
carried out in the staging of the
"Since von Damm was just two Way; costumes will be stylized
votes behind Partridge and since and staging will be moved and
he was the alternate choice of the changed in front of the audience
Student Council, he automatically as part of the playing of the
will become the new ASB prosecuting attorney."
According to J. Wendell Johnpieee
Von Damm was asked last night son. set designer, the setting can
for his reaction on the sudden best be called abstract arrangemove by Partridge. He replied:
ment of stylized details with no at"My first reaction ... I was tempt at securing absolute reality
very sorry he could not have of environment.
been appointed . . . we went
New York critics praised the
through high school together. play, calling it "witty, entertainHowever, I will try my best to ing. irrespressibly humorous and
do a good job."
ironic."
Von Damm, a senior, was sophThe scene is set in a palatial
omore male justice on Student home where two attractive
Court. lie is a member of Delta young ladies reside. Romance
Sigma Phi fraternity.
blooms when three thieves inRobinson could not explain why vade the home and one of the
resigned
Partridge, a sophomore,
girls instantly falls in love with
the post, but said, "It must have the youngest thief.
been a very good reason."
The contrast between poverty
and wealth, as Kerr points out, is
the only suggestion of a theme if
there is one at all. "I think that
Anouilh felt he wasn’t writing a
.heme into this, but just creating
, farce," he said.
The cast includes James Dunn,
John Wilson, Richard Rossomme,
Wallace Landford, Virginia Wilson, Art Conn, James MontgomCampus gromth may soon ery, Judy Blaisdell, Gail Anderson,
swollow up another residential Charles Latnna, Charles Cook,
section !surrounding SJS.
Garry Hammer, Susan Fincher
The College Advisory Board and Dan Knowles.
yesterday went on record recomProduction will be presented to.
mending acquisition of the block morrow night and Dec. 10-1.3. Curbordered by 9th and 10th, and tain time is 8:15 p.m.
San Fernando and San Antonio
at reet s.
!Vow located in the area are
Theta Xi fraternity, a Latter
Day Saints Church. and several
boarding and apartment 1 _____ !IOC
Introduction of a special bill
Believe It or Not
in the state legislature would be
Department
required to appropriate funds
Cogswell Snampf had
for the annexation. San Jose
always wanted a
Assemblymen Bruce Allen and
Trio, which is a
Clark Bradley both were present
coat with pants and
at yesterday afternoon’s meetcontrasting trousers
ing. They were urged to prothat can be worn 3 ways:
ceed with necessary action re.
I. as a suit, 2. as a
quitted to obtain the property.
sportcoat and slacks,
The Legislature meets in Jan3. as slacks.
uary, at which time it could act
Trios are sold at R A
on the special measure.
for only $59.
Acquisition of the block wonld
So he bought one.
complete "squaring" of the campus. The state now is purehaleg six and one-half blocks
ROOS ATKINS
around the campus at a cost of
1- tact at Santa Clara
$2.5 million.

Curtain Rises
H ere Tonight
On ’Farce’

ivilian DefenseEveryone’s Problem
DU

Robinson
Appoints
Von Da mm

By BILL PHILLIPS
"Are you resigning?"
That was the question this reporter yesterday put +0 Pat Par.
tridgeless than 24 hours after Partridge accepted the ASB prosecuting attorneyship.
The answer was not quick in coming.
Partridge, quoted in yesterday’s Spartan Daily as "outspoken"
this time spoke quietly, and perhaps a little flustered.
"Yes, I am resigning." And then came the reasons. Partridge

By BILL KNOWLES
Four years is a long time. It looms even longer when you eonthe plethora of term papers, research reports and nerve racking
examinations that go into four years of earning a college degree.
Rut did you know it’s possible to throw four years of your life
he window in 30 minutes? Preposterous? No, it’s a fact.
I;y lack of common sensesimply not using your heada four’ education can render you virtually useless to the field in which
you have been trained.
Those 50 golden minuteswhich can make or
break youoccur when you are interviewed for
the job you REALLY want. If you don’t think
during those 30 minutes, you never will think
again for that company of your dreams.
The Placement Office, directed by Dr. Edward
W. Clements, placement officer, can help you avoid
the pitfalls of unfavorable interviews. In fact, the
Placement Office this week invited all prospective
January and June graduates to visit two of its officialsRichard E. Murphy, business and Indusmrllrni
supervisor, and Barrie W. Bormann, education placement superrfor tips and techniques of taking interviews.
RVIEW PREPARATION
Interview preparation is one of the things Murphy and Bormann
t to discuss with seniors. Common sense dictates that cleanliness,
ness, punctuality, etc. are a must. The Placement Office stands
v to assist you if you need any direct advice along those lines.
But a real shortcoming of you, Mr. Average Student, the office
rts, is that ordinarily you don’t know much about the company
h is to interview you.
Backgroupding a company is extremely important, the officers
Stain. If for instance, a firm has a new active training program
college graduates it hires, and you don’t know
log about it when you go into talk to that
pony’s representative . . . think that interer will be impressed? Hardly.

NO. 48

TICK TICK TICK

In order to develop a trained
body of disaster leaders within the
college, Dr. Willey urged that college personnel join "Basic Civil
Defense" classes that are being
held in many sections of the city.
"Fraternities, sororities and rooming house occupants especially are
encouraged to form disaster control committees."

left, chairman of Dv. 5.15 Disaster Control
Dr. Frank
Greene in the operation
Committee. is instructed by Dr. Earnest bring checked Is sugar,
of the Geiger counter. The substance
radioactive if there is too much
which could possibly become
Spartaloto by l’aula Decker
fallout in our atmosphere.

Campbell Replaces
Retiring Custodian

to ( ,iapli,’l I has
Rol sit
been appointed to replace retiring
Alvin H. Haller as supervisor of
custodians, it was announced today by John If. Amos. superintendent of buildings and grounds.
Campbell, a 58-year-old father
of two SJS graduates, Robert and
Richard, took over the duty of heing supervisor of 76 custodians
Information about the location
Wednesday. Ile will officially take
of these classei may be obtained the reigns on Jan. 1.
by phoning civil defense headquarCampbell began work as a SJS
custodian on Sept. 2, 1952.
ters at CYpress 2-1111.
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Teacher Education
Confab Set Here

cg..4- Dr. Foote’s Novel

Why So Naive?

Descri? bes England
In Feminine View

Dear Thrust and Parry:
By MYRNA TOUCHON
I. happened to read Ron BrockIn keeping with the excitement in the U.S. concerning potenett’s article in the Spartan DailA
Because she wanted to tell the
tiallties of instructional TV, SJS will play host tomorrow to a conand I was quite touched. What is story of Elizabethan England from
ference of more than 100 instructors front central and northern Caliwrong with us? Why are we a woman’s point of view, Dr. Dorfornia teacher education institutions.
Americans so damned naive?
othy Foote has written her first
General purpose of the conference is to discuss policies
Should Red China be admitted novel.
on teacher education, and specifically introductory education
Into the U.N.? The question
Dr. Foote, assistant professor
courses and elementary and secondary education curricula, accordshould read, should China be ad- of English, chose Frances Waling to tiervai W. Ford, head of the Secondary Education Departmitted into the U.N.?
gingham as the heroine of the his-

ment.
Dr. Richard 13. Lewis, head of the division of audio-visual services
will be chairman of a panel presentation that will develop from the
topic: "Preparation of Teachers for Use of Instructional Television
Why. When. Where and How."
Panel

participants will present short

prepared

speeches,

and

general discussion will follow.
Dean of the College Fred F. Harcleroad will report accomplishments of the television committee of the California Council on
’reacher Education.
Mrs. Ann Pine, school program production coordinator for

Station lig f:D. %%ill report on "Classroom Television in the Bay
Area, 1958."

FAIRGROUNDS

FAIRWAYS

Golf Driving Range
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
35a bucket with ASB Card

S 10th & Tully Road

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL-100-- OCTANE
REG.-90- L OCTANE
Cigarettes

18
qt.

All Major Oils -38

20 STATIONS

Graduate To Speak
At Luncheon Today
Speech and drama graduate Joe
Juliano will speak at the regular
Friday Forum luncheon today at
Hotel De Anza, according to San
Jose Chamber of Commerce chairman James McDonough.
Topic of the speech will be "Inside on Movie Making." Juliano, a
native San Iowan, is associated
with Barjur International Pictures. Inc. He is a producer-director.

spring. ’nit’ picnie giounds has
By RAY HELSER
been under construction for the
"FootThe
.
Foothill College ..
past two years. The reason for the
the
that
us
hill Neu s" informs
long length of time in construcapproved
has
Board of Trustees
the labor

the master site development plan,
however the paper neglected to
state where the new college campus will be built. Anyhow, the new
site will have a parking area that
will hold 350 cars. Also the new
campus will have an observatory
and planetarium which, according
to the newspaper, will become
Brockett says no, because she torical novel which will be pub- standard for all new colleges.
is not a peace -loving nation, and lished next year. Miss Walsingham
San Francisco City College .. .
the ideals of the l’.N, are much was the daughter of Sir Francis, In an effort to boost the school
too high to allow these savage a principal minister to Queen Eliz- spirit of the male students. Al Movsar-mongers into the fold. Ex- abeth I.
rales, Men’s Student President and
alliplea are Korea and IndochiThe Earl of Essex, a favorite his assistants screened several
of Q111.1.41 Elizabeth, WaS Mists
na. (11111111 is a bad boy and
two-year colleges throughout Calisl idol be allowed to play
Walsinghans’s second husband.
fornia by mail. They requested
Iler
Sir
Philip
first husband was
with us.
data and suggestions concerning
Sidney.
Of course, the U.S. sent troops
benefits and welfare of college stu"Frances Walsingham is a good dents.
to Korea to protect the rights of
those people. The fact is that our focal poiht," Dr. Foote said, "al San Diego Jr. College . . . The
troops were there protecting our
campus paper "Fortknightly" is
interests, as were the Chinese
planning to run a counseling column. The column is designed to
trwPs
China is a war-monger? What
answer questions of a general nature and is directed primarily to
about England in Egypt? What
students who can’t find time to
about France in Africa? Are they

Gardner L. Hart, president of Educational Television Research
Assn.. and director of the audio visual department in Oakland Public
Schools, will speak on preparation of teachers for the use of educe- !
tional television.
Dr. Sherwin G. Swartout, professor of education and director of
audio-visual services in the New York State University Teachers
College at Brockport will report the uses of audio-visual aids at his peace or piece loving nations?
Sure, the U.N. condemned China
Institution.
as an aggressor, but the Western
The program will open tomorrow morning at 9 with coffee
powers are the U.N. Did Russia or
hour in the Cafeteria. The group then will move to the Music
her block of supporters condemn
a ma,s conference will be held. The educat OFS
Building is
China?
will form smaller discussion groups, and until noon will discuss

assigned problems. Euilloo log lunch in the Cafeteria, the group
will attend the panel discussion in the Music Building.
Dr. Ford said there is a possibility this conference will become
an annual event.

Froni Other Campuses - -

see a counselor.
San Bernardino ’alley Jr. College . . is going to have a new
clock in its auditorium tower. The
present timepiece has been losing
time for the past ten years. A
clock company has agreed to replace the old clock with a new one
at a cost of about $1200.
Cal Poly, San Luis Oblapo . . .
Students will be able to enjoy the
Comforts of a picnic area in the

China is a major power and

will not dry up and blow away

Just because we won’t allow her
into the U.N. At a time when

we should be cultivating friendship. we are antagonizing her.
Because China has different
ideas she is bad? How can we
judge her? What are we, superior
beings? NO! We are hypocrites
who are following a policy that
will ruin us. We are not impregnable, and at present, we are rather wobbly and in need of strong
friends.
China should be allowed into
the U.N. We should recognize her
as a world power, and, with a little understanding, maybe we can
learn to get along together.
A combat vet of Korea
ASH 4609

Call1114’

DR. DOROTHY FOOTE
writes novel

FLORIST

though I had a difficult. time finding information about her."
The book will be published by
Charles Scribner & Son next fall
Dr. Foote sent her novel to Scribner’s without the services of an
agent.

In a letter from the publisher.
Donald flutter wrote, "It is high-ly unusual for an unsolicited
work to he chosen for publicationone in two years being
better than average."
Scribner’s has an option on her

402 W. Santa Clara
Across from
Normandin’s
CV 7.0857

SPECIAL RATES
Fraternities

Sororities

Large Group Orders
Open Sundays and Htl1dayr
Free Delivery

Although no exact figures are
Graduated in 1930. he created
the Juliart Theater group in San available, a survey of the butt cans
Jose prior to his move to the Hol- and sand pots around the SJS cam4th 8 William -6th 8 Keyes
pus indicate an overwhelming second novel when it is written
lywood film capital.
student preference for filtertip When asked about a second book.
cigarettes. Roll -your-owns are a Dr. Foote said, "I would like to do
W.11,er Ralei
distant third.
"For Goodness Sake!"

ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL
If you enjoy eating delicious home -cooked meals in airconditioned comfort, Ed’s Hole In The Well is a MUST!
Studer,- WI’ e^H.i., the congenial atrnoschere where young
Complete dinners from $1.40.
1610 E. Santa Clara

Open Daily ’HI 10 p.m.

Something to Write Home About
The frd1

Se home" atmosphere of

101 MOTEL
CLOSE TO COLLEGE AND TOWN
FINE RESTAURANTS NEARBY
21 MODERN UNITSTV
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

1787 So. 1st St. (U.S.101 So.)

CY 3-6553

FILL UP YOUR TANK WITH

SUPER SHELL
Join the "Bug a Month"
Club. Get free tickets at.

ROSENQUIST and KING
Shell Service, 11th & Santa Clara
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

DUOTONE
DIAMOND NEEDLES

t,

BARB WIRE

g

01101,105G’GrItiroWria

Vo’5,,,,W

’21

wake enough on a handful of superior trees to pay for the poorer
Stan Freberg which gives much specimens’ he is going to have
By BARBARA LUETT
There’s a record out now 1)3

standing on his lot Christmas Day.
Some dealers, however, show a
The subject of the record is
little "Christmas spirit" by selling
Christmas, and what he has to say
trees at prices not to exceed $5.
about it is only too true. In a line
In the current issue of "Scifrom his chatter he says there are
ence Digest" one such dealer
two s’s in Christmas and they are
said, "It will never make me
both dollar signs. In other words.
rich, but there are other di% itime to make
Christmas is a
(lends. Maybe I’m a sentimental
money.
food for thought.

If you don’t believe it, just
take a look at the Christmas
tree tradition alone. Christmas
trees are big business. In fact.
they are 850-minium north of
business.
This huge suns has come about
mostly because of the fantastic
commercial markup on trees. City
retailers who pay 50 cents to $1
for a large tree mark it up as
, high as possible usually $1 to
$1.50 a foot. This means that a
7 -foot tree could cost anywhere
from $7 on up.

Oranted. a storekeeper ha, I.

MARCHICK’S
ARMY-NAVY
Complete Line
ROTC and AFROTC
Briefcases
Binders
Complete Line of
Luggage
OPEN THURSDAY NIG:
223 So. First Street

old fool, but I like to think I’m
doing more than just selling
trees like merchandise. I feel
like I’m part of the Christmas
celebration in half a tl lllll sand
homes."
And a "Merry Christmas" to
you. too.
While I’m on the subject rut
Christmas, I’d like to pass on sorn,
"useful" information.
There’s a new drink for the upcoming Christmas parties. It’,
holly Yes. I said holly.
It seems, not only is holly good
for decking halls and homes, but
can make buttons out of ft.!,

Floor Show Nitely
San Jcse s finest for entertain-

ment. Makg it Lou’s Village for
your dining and dancing pleasure. New Banquet Room for
parties, social gathering,
700.)

ra-

pacity

College man’s
best friend

Newspaper Publishers’Member
Asseciatio,
Published daily iss Astosistsd
SA,
call..,
all
that
fact
the
tion is
cf9idt3hoSla, onnao.tnj ?.u S’int0d4 ?qACc o
p7-7.
4 11iA;11’. Aili
used was voluntary. The area will
suit.
sash
feature running water, barbecue notion period,
pits, benches, tables and a park- rSiutbiedir:ispr;t7i ofin4ist;
ps rprnfloqudrtiombs:ly.sit,0714;
ing lot. The facilities will be available to any club or family at any

time.

Singer To Perform
Mahalia
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singer of spirituals, will perform NDEAWYS
_
Saturday night at 8:30 in Civic COPT DESK CHIEF

GEOAGE
LOLA SHEN

Sports Co-Editors

Auditorium.

R.slohIcol.461,4

There are 128 cubelets in the FLeibartaurrianCo-Editers
l
case for students’ books outside
Society
Editor
the entrance to the Spartan Book- Fine Arts
Co-Edifors
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store.
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(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, 1:9(8!"asd,
Tarefoot Buy uith Cheek.")

THE GIFT HORSE
I know how busy you arestudying, going to cla,,Q, nto,int
night crawlersbut let me interrupt your riniltifarimi-,
tiesstudying, going to class, helping old grad- find their
dentures after Homecomingto reniind you that 1,it,y tso
arestudying, going to class, searching for meat in the don& ’
tory stewtime and tide wait for no man, and tlie Yuletide will
soon be upon us. Busy or not, we must turn our thoughts to I,
Christmas shopping. Let us, therefore, pause for a moment in
our busy schedulesstudying, going to class. rolling
to examine a number of interesting gift suggestion-.
We will start with the hardest gift problem of all: Mat (In
you give to the person who has everything? Well ir. tlicre
lows a list of a half dozen gifts which I will flatly guarantee the
pereon who has everything does not have:
I. A dentist’s chair.
2. A low hurdle.
3. A street map of Perth.
4. Fifty pounds of chicken fat.
5. A carton of filter-tip .MarlIsiros.
6. A carton of non -filter Philip Morri,..
"What?" you exclaim, your young eyebrow, ri-log in will
incredulity. "The person who has everything do,,
has.
cartons of filter Nlarilxtros and non -filter Philip Nloni-f - IOu
shriek, your young lips curling mockingly. "What arrant !P.R.
sense!" you rasp, making a coarse gesture.
And I reply with an emphatic no! The person alio lu evem
thing does not have filter Marlboros and non -filter
Nlort;
not for long anyhowbecause if he has Marlboro, and Philip
Nlorris and if he is a person who likes a mild, mellow, fresh,
flavorful cigaretteand who does not? eh? who dos: tine
why, then he doesn’t haw Marlboros and Philip Morriv: lie
smokes them. He might possibly have a law milettion il
Marlboro and Philip Morris buffs, but what, Marlisiro, ttiul
Philip Morris? No. An emphatic no!
Now we take up another thorny gift pvtblern: Wird flo t.9it
buy your girl if you are broke? Quite a challenge, ynti sill awe,
but there is an answeran ingenious, exciting answer Sttrpri,e
your girl with a beautiful bronze head of herself!

LOU’S VILLAGE
1465

W.

Son Carlos

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

SPECIALS
Kimaham’s HAM

r
ib.Q1 7

Tender
RIB STEAK

lb.5.
7

Whole or shank half

Armour Star
BACON
Steer Beef
LIVER

2 -lb. 5409
pkg.

lb.55

Ikez5,7/2,1,16.wer..
Oh, I know you’re not a sculptor, but that tics-,
Ater. AFI
you have to do is endear yourself to your girl’,
she will be willing to do you a favor. Then some night %then
your girl is fast asleep, have the roommate butter your gill.’
pAt
facequietly, so an not to wake herand then
plaster of Paris on top of the butter and then quietly wait till it
hardens and quietly lift it offthe butter will keep it Inn
stickingand then bring you the mold, and you will p4,1Ir IMMi.
in it and make a beautiful bust to surprise your girl silk’
Remember, it is importantmt.,/ important - to endear youl.
self to the roommate, because if anything should go Wrist.
you don’t want to be without a girl for the holiday sews.
Mu SI,.
e
Your gift problem is no problem if you will glee Marlboros
to your filter smoking friends and Philip Morris to your nos filter smoking friends. Both come in soft park or IfigloP
hos) both are made by lhe sponsor of this column.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY ON YOUR HOLIDAY TRIPS
SANTA BARBARA
LOS ANGELES
TRUCKEE
RENO

one way
6.23
7.37
5.10

round trip
I 1 21
13 21
9.111

6.80

12.25

All wit a, Pio^ to.

$8"

GREYHOUND
THERE’S A GREYHOUND AGENT NEAR l’0111

COAST RADIO
266 South First

512’1.23’12aaluu"""atan!..,7111.,,,,

No cover or minimum

orries and tea from the leaves.

An early South American Indian custom, still practiced to- I
day, is drinking Paraguay -tea or
mate made from native holly
leaves. Chemists have T0111111 that
mate is a nerve and MIP4Ple stimulant and the drink was used
hy some European armies during World War I.
So don’t he a "Yule Fool," drink
’111y!

Entsrod es second class
matter A
1.
of Morels 3. I 879,

CV 5-5141
It’s such a comfort to take the bus.., and leave the driving to us!
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Editor Wants
Lyke Material

ma voice Is crying In the wilderness again , . the voice of Lyke
that is.
F:ditor Bob Kauth,
Deadline is ctrawing near for the
sccond issue of the campus feature
and Kauth says that
short fiction articles of 750 to
1500 words can be used in the
upcoming magazine.
Serious or humorous articles
space limits
that fall within the
should be typewritten and submitted to the Lyke Office in the
Journalism Building as soon as
Eauth asks that cum-

-The

Barbarian and the
Geisha"
:

"The Badlanders"
Joan Fontaine
"A CERTAIN SMILE"

MAYFAIR

75TH AND SANTA CLARA
A. L COLOR t_
...A.SCOPE
’’The Barbarian and the
Geisha"

NOW! All new thrills!

ad, lind
it
,ti tip 6,1

FUTURE!

"The Reluctant Debutante"

,0.0111.0ff

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
SAN JOSE SHOWING
I u..( At tyro wes.leen
A
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"A LUST TO KILL"
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"ATTACK OF THE JUNGLE
WOMEN"
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CY.4-5544

1 P e,
"THE LADY KILLER"
"TO PARIS WITH LOVE"
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"MITSOU"
Very French and Very Bold
Plus
"THE NAKED EYE"
A Feast for C
I Fans
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...as French as Champagne . . .

THE THIEVES’ CARNIVAL
By Jean Anouilh
... gay ...satirical ... witty
December 5, 6, and 10 through 13
’t

atter I

SJSC Students 50c

2111,1111111111’..

P night Mx:.
%wit Intl
tins tly tea
malt till .t
keep it iron
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General $1.00

COLLEGE THEATRE BOX OFFICE 1-5 P.M.
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Audubon Screens
Everglades Film
"A Touch of The Tropic’s" is the title of the film presentation
Audubon Screen Tours, to be shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium
at 8 tonight.
William If. Wagoner Jr. of Homestead, Fla., will show his motion pictures of the Everglades, desclibed as the only region of its
kind in North America. Plant and animal inhabitants of the area
have been photographed in color by the Florida naturalist and will
be featured in the film.

Speakers at S.JS this neek. Misr la-en (left to
rigid I the Ito,. Father Eugene Bu ’le, Blstlep
sninnster Walters and IOW Gerald Raiskin.
Father BONI.’ Is a nieruher of the San Francisco
Diocesan Mission Hand. Ile also conducts the
radio program "Underscore" Sunday on Stiition

KEW’. The Right Ite. NI r. ’Walters is bishop of
the Nlissionary District of the Sun Joaquin (Episcopal t Aahlil Kidskin heads Peninsula Temple
Shod
San Mateo. All three has, heels participating in 1:1.1i’giwt-in-1,i1. %Veek
ends today.
photo.:

Big Four Will Hold
Talks on Germany
By United Press International

entists were unable to agree o
terday on the cause of "mysteritaus" radio signals picked tip Nov.
214.

I/N

hat ’’rout

Newmanites Slate
Ice Skating Party
Monthiy Breakfast

Newman Club will have its
monthly Communion breakfast
at Newman Hall following 9:30
Spokesmen at Lockheed’s missue tracking
ant. Mass at St. Patrick’s
station in Sunnyvale, ,
Calif., said they were convinced: Church. Price is 35e.
At 12:30 p.m. Sunday, Newthat the signal did not come fiorn
an arb...na
III
vehicle such as Spot - manites will go ice skating at
l nik III.
the Bel -Arena rink in Reim-mt.
The Trinity College moonwateh
team here said it had picked up
the signal and believed it to be
DULLES GIVES S.F. TALK
’from the Russian satellite, Spilt Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa
SAN FRANCISCO-- Secretary,
nik III.
to Sweden. You’re accompanied
of State Miles yesterday strong-1
not herded. College age only.
ly reiterated the administration’s’
Also short trips.
position against recognizing Red MISSILE ACCI’RACY
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
China. Speaking at the California
tSS Sanuoia (Boa tilnasaderta, Calif.
POINT MUGU, Calif. - An 11 State Chamber of Commerce ton Regulus II guided missile!
meeting, Dulles also said he does streaked aCross the sky over two
not feel U.S. businessmen are !states and landed minutes later
JAZZ AT THE
losing trade under the current I at a pre-selected point in Nevada,
policy.
the U.S. Naval Air Missile Test
Center announced here yesterday.
Iffelk
SPACE MYSTERY
SAN ANTON
Space set- 0ERBIE FILES

LONDON -- Foreign Secretary
Selwyn Lloyd announced that the
Western I3ig Four foreign min listers will meet in Paris in about
10 days to discuss the problem of
Germany’ and Berlin.
Talks on the German problem
will be held during the days ore
ceding the Dec. 15 formal opening
of the NATO conference,

selection of

EUROPE

CYCLOPS

1.0S ANGELES- Legal action
end the "ideal" marriage of
Freddie Gambrel! Trio
Idle Fisher and Debbie Reywith Ben Tucker
:Ads was begun yesterday when
and Don Blakely
the perky young actress filed for
, divorce, charging her husband
with cruelty.
Jazz 8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Debbie’s court action followed
movieland’s most explosive triCOFFEE
DanceTonight angle of the past decade involving
CONVERSATION
glamorous Elizabeth Taylor who
CHESS & CHECKERS
"Cuban Moonlight," F.; Cireulo
399’2 W. San CarlOS
Castellano’s semi - formal dance , junketed off to New York earlier
theme, will glow tonight at 91 this fall with Eddie.
upon a host of Spartans as they I
enjoy four hours of Latin rhythms, foxtrots and romantic mu- I
TV ond tie Pat Becne Cho.
TOP TV -The Dinnh Share C
sic in a night club atmosphere.
An 11:30 floor show will leature Leonel Rodriguez, Cuban.
singer, Florence Rojas and Jose
Eche Lopez, who will tango a-la _
Argentine, and a variety of dance
numbers from Mexico and South I
welMileAllionewre
America.
The Manny Rodriguez Quintet
will provide the dance music.
Waitresses will serve tables.
Cuban Moonlight is fashioned
after dances and fiesta held by
Latin American University students. Bill Sander, publicity chair- I
man, states that the dance will
give attending students something
lingual and different.
Admission is open to everyone.
Bids may be purchased at a booth
outside the library or at the door.
Prices are $2 pet. couple SI stag.

Latin Rhythms
Will Highlight

1195.

$ 5Qma

69.50

FIRST AND SANTA CLARA

.1r, Al.- -V.

I

Dining Pleasure on the Peninsula

--;

444161

Tlw 4 -door 9-passenger Kingwood with rear-lneing back seal and automatic rear window

A., Sias ahem.

Famous for Seafood

re Marlboros
It. your ROW
k or liteloP

Stuffed Turbot, Abalone, Lobster and other
all equisitely prepared.
seafood favorites

Be our guest for a pleasure test . . .

THIS IS THE ONE FOR WAGONS! 1959 CHEVY

reln.

Cherrolet’s fire st tinning
RIPS
maid trp
11.21
13.27
9.11
12 ls

For Party
Reservations
Dial

Continental Cuisine
Charcoal Broiled Steaks, Roasts and Fowl
specialities -- dishes to delight your palate.

wagons for ’59
new slat
are shaped to tile new
American taste with fresh.
fine Slim line design. And
they’re beautifully practical

RE 6-2072
DUI

T-

narrow- suits!

ea:

LUNCHEON
DINNERS
COCKTAILS

V

<I’ %HT %V 11

glit

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

cluvii SLATE

ef the

Friday. December ",

tributors have their name and
phone number on the articles.
In a secondary request, the
editor of the sell-out "Beatnik"
edition of Lyke requests that any.
one who is contemplating lining
the garbage can with the magazinc’ turn it into the Lyke Office
instead.

Alar.

MONSTER

RELIGION -IN -LIFE WEEK LEADERS

Manny
For your after -dinner entertainment, hear
Conn
Seen: play your favorites on the sensational
in the new Patio Room. Tuesday thru
Organ
Saturday.
Dinners 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

El Camino Real at Cherry Chase, Sunnyvale

with

roomier. gnieter

Bodies by Fisher. an ercn
smoother ride.
handling!

:leaf ea Se

of

Wagons were never more beautiful or
dutiful. From low-set headlights to
wing -shaped tailgate, these ’59 Chevrolets are as sweet looking as anything
on wheels. They’re just about the
handiest things on wheels, toofrom
their overhead -curving windshield to
their longer, wider load platform.
Besides additional cargo space, you
also get added seating room (4 inches
more in front, over 3 inches in back).
And you’ll find such other practical
advantages as new easy -ratio steer-

ing, Safety Plat e Glass all around,
bigger, safer brakes, smoother-than ever Full Coil suspension and a rolldown rear window (electrically operated as standard equipment on the
9-passenger Kingswood1. Your dealer’s
waiting now with all the details on
why this yearmore than ever
Chevy’s the one for wagons.

CIIEVROLET

nowsee Ole wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer’s!

4sl’%1Z1 \N 1111

Friday, December 5, 1958

Yuletide Tour
To See Decor

Five San Jose homes will be
respectively decorated in antique,
contemporary, Swedish, Japanese
and Hawaiian Christmas styles for
the 11th annual Spartan Y Yuletide tour to be held Sunday from
1 to 7 p.m.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Services at Trinity 81 N. 2nd
8:00 A.M. Holy Communion
9:25 and 11:00 A.M.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenham,
Asst. Rector

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Center
92 South Fifth Street
Holy Communion at 7:30 A.M.
Every Tuesday.
Office Hours: 9 A.M. to 5P.M.
Barbara E. Arnold
Mrs. Roy E. Butcher
Campus Workers

The homes are being decorated
by local professional decorators.
Flowers and plants will be shown
from Hawaii. and will utilize
Swedish and Japanese materials
to aid in the authenticity of the
project.
sersing as hosts at the homes
sIll be Spartan V members
Robert Keck, Judy Weymouth,
Robert Hendrickson, Phyllis
Onishi, Louise Clouse, Jodie
Higgs, Harriett Glass, Sam
Wish and Dorothy Cook.

Student tickets are 75 cents and
can be purchased at the Student
Affairs Business Office, Spartan
Y, Catholic Women’s Center or at
the individual residences.
Homes and decorative motifs
include Ernest Renzel Jr., 120
Arroyo Way, antique; Theodore
Engdahl, 1680 University Dr.,
Swedish; Dr. Hartley Snyder,
2603 Cherry Ave., contemporary;
T. Nakashima, 13330 Jenkins Ave.,
Japanese; and Henry White, 1641
Hedding St., Hawaiian.
Proceeds from the tour will be
used in the activities of the Spartan Y.
The total number of bicycles
that may be parked in the racks
of the SJS campus is 400.

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

THOMAS (3. SUTTON Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Or, Clarence Sands
Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: Philosophy and Psychology
3rd and San Antonio
The Pink Building

"Looking for a Friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ Christian Church
790 SOUTH 12TH STREET
CYpress 2-7443
SUNDAY SERVICEDECEMBER 7
College age class at 9:45 Bible School Hour is Taught by
David Elliott, instructor in Speech Dept. at SJSC
8:30, 11:00Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
9.45Bible School, classes for all ages.
,
5:30Discussion Groups for all ages.
6:30Evening Service

Ilandel’s "Messiah" will be
sung Monday by San Jose Municipal Chorus at 8:15 p.m. in
the San Jose Scottich Rite
Temple.
Unreserved seats are open to
the public without charge.

The battle for democratic education in journalism is being won,
declared A. L. Higginbotham, head
of the University of Nevada
Journalism Department, at yesterday’s luncheon meeting of the
SJS chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
professional journalistic fraternity.
Higginbotham said that at one
time it was necessary for an aspiring journalist to attend one of
a select group of schools to get an
adequate education in the field.
But now, he explained, top-notch
I journalism education is available
at a wide cross-section of American colleges and universities, ineluding San Jose State.

Proceeds from the Campus
Chest Drive, Nov. 17-21, totaled
$480.15, according to Gary Ressa,
Community Service Committee
chairman. More returns are expected. Goal was set at $2500.
Recipients of the funds are
Community Chest, 60 per cent:
City of Hope, 10 per cent; World
University Service, 15 per cent:
and CARE. 15 per cent.
The committee will stipulate
that of the money given Community Chest, 20 per cent each be
given March of Dimes, Red Cross,
Cancer Assn. and Heart Assn. The
remaining 20 per cent is to be
distributed among all organizations belonging to Community
Chest.
"The number of beneficiaries is’
small this year, due to the small
amount or money donated to
Campus Chest," stated Ressa.
Beneficiaries of the drive last
year were Community Chest, Hungarian Relief, Red Cross, WUS,
Heart Assn. and Cancer Man.
The service committee will not
meet next week.

FIRST METHODIST
St. PAUL’S METHODIST
CHURCH
CHURCH
Fifth and Santa Clara Streets
Tenth and San Salvador Sts.
Welcomes you to
9:30 are. College Bible Class
9:30 am COLLEGE
II a.m. MORNING WORSHIP
INQUIRERS
"The Kingdom of God"
9:30 a.m., I I a.m. MORNING
WORSHIP
1:15 p.m., Evening Visspnrs
EDWIN N. SWEE"
CARL METZGER r

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION

_Wesley
....
GOD
Garner

Pre-Med Society
Alters Organization

(Quakers!
11 a.m. Sunday

1041 Morse

bls,i
-; the Alameda
Befvovn Daris and Newhall

Official Schedule of

L.D.S. Activities for College Students
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
CLASSES
12:30 0.111,
11:30 cm.
7:00 port

WORSHIP
SUNDAY
Priesthood Meeting
Sunday School
Evening Service
Fireside

9.00
10,30
6:30
6:30

em.
cm.
p.m.
p.m.

All Acti.ilties 4t Institute of Religion

10th and San Fernando Sheets

-08

Composition, Inter,
Committee Recommenda:
mediate Spanish Grammar and tions: Industrial Application of
Composition. Introduction tosoEccoia-1 eEnleceestn:anni
Cds,BusIiinluemssinFaitninagnee.Engi.
nomics, History of the Labor neering, Basic Aeronautical so.
Economics
Movement,

j

The problem was not that
Marty had fallen in love with
a shirt. After all, he was
a Philosophy major.
The trouble was ... Marty
was in love with two shirts.
With Shirt No. 1, the Van
Heusen Century, the serious
Marty spent hours in heavenly bliss. He worshipped the
revolutionary soft collar that
won’t wrinkle ever. It was
Century’s one-piece construction that drove him wild.
(Other collars never did anything for our boy Marty, except wrinkle madly. You see,
other collars are three pieces,
fused or sewn together.)
With Shirt No. 2, the amazing Van Heusen "Vantage,"
the gay, frivolous Marty lived
the life of carefree abandon .He

could wear it and wear it
wash itdrip-dry it, or have
it tumble-dried automatically
and wearit again in a matter
of hours. It was the most money-saving love he ever had.
But when Marty was with
one shirt, he missed the other.
It was terrible. Like so many
others with the same problem,
Marty wrote to us. And so
it came to pass that the Van
Heusen "Century-Vantage"
was born. This shirt combined
theadvantagesof each intoone
great shirtawash and wear,
no-iron, all cotton broadcloth
shirt with the soft collar that
won’t wrinkle ever! And just
$5! Have you a problem?
Write Phillips -Van Heusen
Corp., 417 Fifth Avenue, New
York 16, New York.

FRIENDS MEETING

All College Students Welcome

Singers Rehearsal
Snitch Suppe. 40c
WAS IN CHRIST
meeker. Quvt-

rIntermediatea

A reorganization of the PreMed Society of SJS has been announced by Boyd Stephers, president of the society.
The revamping of the group’s
aims have left it open to all students whose life work will deal
with medicine, Stephens said.
The object of the society is to
promote interest and further understanding of medicine and its
associated fields.
Activities planned include exploration of the modern aspects
of medicine such as hypnotism and
psychology. Movies and tots are
in the planning stage. Motion pictures of various types of surgery
will be shown and a tour of the
University of California Hospital
will be held in the near future, according to the society president.
In the past, the group has visit=
ed several hospitals in the area
and has been allowed to observe
cancer operations.
The society is open to students
who plan to become nurses, doctors, dentists, occupational therapists, phsiotherapists, laboratory
technologists or other types of
medical personnel.
Dr. Robert E. Richter, assistant
professor of biological science, is
adviser to the group.
Interested students are invited
to attend the meeting to be held
Wednesday. Dec. 10, in S184 at 7

Friday, December 134-100 p.m.Final Pledge Meeting
Sunday, December 7fhlnitiati0n in Berkeley. meet at the Institute it 4 I, ’n.

THIS SUNDAY
00 PM
6.00 PM
7 00 Pt.4

,nEurOpe
Orient

LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA

The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
24 N. Fifth Street
CY 2-3707

Honors Seminar in Psychology, Security, and Structure ur Eng.
Aho.pnp
ndan d IndustrialGrImnGt orn:

AgriculturalGgri.aaprhmya
n

Nave a WORLD of FUN!
CITA

A few years ago in Africa, ’
was common custom for a wotniir,
and her fiance to become branded
- literallyinstead of pinned or I
engaged.

Mon. -Wed.
Tues.-Thurs.
Wednesday

Classes Grow

Dr. Kaucher
To Autograph
Book Monday

near at hand.

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

-The Reason for the Season’.
JOYCE WESLEY FAIR, Di) I.A - ,
MAURICE 11 CHEEK. A.,-

change Service is
tional scholarships for the 195960 academic year in addition to
those being offered by the InterAmer ican Cultural Convention
program.
The U.S. government scholarships provide for round-trip transportation to the Latin American
country of the individual’s choice.
Tuition and maintenance funds for
the year are also included.
Applications should be requestDr. Dorothy Kaucher, profesed before Dec. 31 and returned
sor emeritus of speech at San
before Jan. 15. They may be obJose state, to be honored at an
tained from the exchange servan,tograph party, Monday, for
ice, 291 Geary St., San Francisco,
her book "What You Need Is
2.
Art. Yes?. Party will be held
U.S. students under 35 years
In the book department of Emporium, Stevens Creek from 2-3 of age, who hold a bachelor’s degree or its equivalent. may apply
and ’7-9 p.m.
for the scholarships. A sufficient
knowledge of Spanish to live and
study in the chosen country is required. Applicants will be asked
for a summary of their reasons
for wishing to study In the country and for a plan of proposed
study.
Countries in which students
may study are: Bolivia, Colombia.
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, NicaraAn autograph party for "What
Uruguay,
You Need Is Art. Yes?" by Dr. gua, Panama, Paraguay,
Venezuela.
Dorothy Kaucher will be held and
Monday from 2-5 and 7-9 p.m. in
The 1958 Fall enrollment figthe book department of Emporium,
ures at San Jose State show an
Stevens .Creek.
overall increase of 1468 over the
Dr. Kaucher, professor emeritus 1958 Spring enrollment.
of speech at San Jose State, retired from teaching last year.
She wrote the book to "help
people laugh with, not at, any
Travel with
hobbyists . . . who are trying to
Unbelievable Low Cost
survive as individuals:"
The author received her B.J.
from the University of Missouri
60 Dees ,
hos. $645
School of .Journalism and PhD
from Cornell University.
Recently she was among 60
43-65 thy.
rem $998
guests at an authors’ reception in
Many tows induct*
college credit.
San Francisco. sponsored by SEE "Va.
LESS Also
iow.rost trips to Mexico
Theta Sigma Phi, national fra$169 up, South Americo $699 up,
Hawaii Study Tour $349 up and
ternity for women in journalism.
Around the World $1798 sip.
Ask Your Travel Agent
26th g NMI am
813 limn teset
GB /an
sas mosso 2, Cel
"gar
1118111.11 TRAWL. ND
ERR=

Handel’s Messiah

Emily Post says it is impropei:
for guests to smoke at the dinner
Harold E. Gallagher, Minister
’able unless the hostess has placed
A nigarettes, matches and an ashtray

Nursery Provided

’IFS S
HENRY
Cannens Minister

Seniors and graduate students
may apply for National Science
Foundation fellowships for the
1959-60 academic year.
The scholarships are available,
for advanced study and training in natural and applied sciences, and in fields where natural and social sciences converge.
Applications, which are available in the dean of student’s
office, Admin. 269, are due Jan.
5. Students applying for the
scholarships are required to
take an exam testing scientific
aptitude and ability. The exam
will be given Jan. 17..
Scholarships r ange from
$1800-$2200 for graduate students. Recipients may start their
studies after June 1, but no later
than the beginning of the 195960 academic’ year.

SJS Fund Drive
Misses High Goal

Government
Offers More
Scholarships

As the SJS campus grows, so does the curriculum. Approximately
25 new courses have followed the necessary channels for approval
this semester and have ended with President Wahlguist’s signature
on them.The
latest approvals were recommended by the General Educe.
ourncviatctsi eon cCerueocpm:tmn:oirntnt:ei flied. Eda ou enas
the OccupationalC nEEducation
e
tion
i
ExInternational Educational
ApprovedCommitte Generaland
Education
offering 75 addi-

Press Prof Lauds
Journalism Schools

BETHEL CHURCH

SUNDAY SCHOOL
9:30
WORSHIP SERVICE
...........10:45
6:00
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE ..._........_ 7:30

AUTHORESS

Fellowship
Applications
Available

CY 7-7600

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATITIt-1)%1" S

tivrs

It takes a lot of spadework
to build Ameriea:s second taryest telephone system,
Past, present, future -Gen Tel has an exciting story to relate!
The past? In just 24 years, Gen Tel has grown from a new compact
into
k snation’samohAmerica’sseCOn d
3st5 in grosstelephon
- a corporation
that ranks
top
income.
The present? Gen Tel operates over 31/2 million telephones in 30
states -and is installing 3,750 new phones each week.
The future? Gen Tel is "at home" in those suburban and rural areas
where America is expanding at a record clip. To meet this everincreasing need for more and better telephone communication, Gen
Tel is investing in new facilities at the re of almost $200 milisan
a year.
wIthteoorekalottadoafyb
it
ndaArdwtohrekreand o
ge nplanning to put Gen 7ci
is
is no
From here on out, as America grows and prospers, so will Gen Tel,

OENERAL
TELEPHONE

MAKING LIKE WRESTLERS

FrOn!,. December 5 1959

cpartatt cpert4

)W
kpproximately
.for approval
st’s signature

Novice Tourney

ieneral Educa.
imittee.

Gaels Face

Matmen To Meet/ix/ion,
Here Tomorrow,Bwin Fives

immendationt
Atire of EN.
ktional Educa.
Recommend,
application ,T
nating
nautical
Finance.

Boxers’. Bouts Start Tuesday

Sports EditorsRALPH CHATOIAN, LOU LUCIA

ST. ),IAltY’S CoLLLGE After
SJS will send novice wrestlers to the mats at II am, tomorrow getting by a surprisingly tough Sa- I
in an effort to capture the 12th consecutive Pacific Association AAU cramento State team by a count of
wrestling tourney here.
68-54 Monday night, the GallopCoach Hugh Mumby hangs his hopes on a freshman dominated
ing Gaebi focus their guns tonight
, team to pin opponents from Cal, Stanford, Santa Clara, Olympic
and tomorrow evening on UCLA
Club and various YMCA teams.
and Stanford.
Representing the Spartans among the more than 70 over-all matMeeting UCLA in the first half
,
men
are Fred Rupprecht, heavy- Limiliiiii.t. lett, and Ned Fittgerald, Spartan eager., atof a doubleheader at San FrancisJohn Arrillaga. Stanford hoopster. during
weight; Fred Yrueta, 167 lbs.; Jeff
ttermlui.; t II get ball f
co Cow Palace, the Gaels face a
Smi JOSe State’s opening game %sill, Stanford Unisersity. Monday’
tough squad. Even though Johnny
1 Willing. 157 lbs.; Jeff Bryant and
in Pal. Alto. The Indians %son the eiptitest. 5740.
photo by International
Bob Cuddy, 147 lbs.; David Nevis,
Woden’s Bruins have lost the ser137 lbs.; and Denny Adamson and 1
vices of graduates Connie Burke,
Walter Arevalo, 123 lbs.
Jim Halston and Ben Rodgers,
mainstays of the squad last year,
S
SIFT DOMINATES
they still have Walt Torrance
SJS has skimmed over the crop
1:.ty
area (’Al
Ili.lii will 16-31, Roland Underhill (6-5i and
of top notch wrestlers In the past,
meet
at the 21st annual confer- soph Kent Miller (6-6).
winning 11 straight tourneys and
f hopes to maintain dominance of once tomorrow at Mcelymonds
Stanford, the Gaels opponent in
High
School, San Jose.
the.um,faiKtchhiness,toimliotr,progiwn..m
n
the second game of the twin bill
b, .. a.m:
on Saturday night, is flooring a
t i()Dnrb. eEgilneasnaotr 8C:3cio0 mahme., professor team of vets. The entire squad is
g will
of
at SJS, is back, including Dick Riga (6-51,
w ee
am
.. a nd 5 p.m. In
Top seeded Whitney Reed and lege Tennis Tournament this week, tn
co-chairman of the discussion on Jerry Thussen 16-7), and Paul
second seeded Jim Watson gained both men breezing through with. MG207.
boys and girls athletics. Discus- Neuman (6-21.
Weights of men in the tourney sion topic of her section is "New
the quarter finals of the All -Cog.’ out losing a game. All other seeded
,oach Jim Weaver faces these
-- college players advanced to the are under 115, 123, 130, 137, 147, Approach to Teaching
Gymnastics
two quintets still looking for his
quarter finals. This round will be 157, 167, 177, 191 pounds and the to Boys and Girls."
played off Saturday.
heavyweight division. AAU novice
Luncheon fee is $1.75. Attend- own right combination. Veterans
Joe Barry (6-3 I and Larry Beenmedals will be awarded to grap- ance is not mandatory.
Results:
BEST GAS PRICES
bench
Hal Smith def. Terry Garrison 6.2, 61. plers in each weight division who
Other discussion topics are "In. man (6.1) came off the
IN SAN JOSE
places first, second or third.
Bob Hill def. John Bousguet 6-0, 6-0.
juries in Girls Sports," "Modified when the Gaels were behind in
AT
Nick Scharf def. Roger Sawyer 6-1, 6-1. ENTRIES NOT LIMITED
Speedball," "Football and Football Sacramento and proceeded to lead
SECOND & WILLIAM
Teams may enter as many con- Conditioning," "Interpreting Your the way, Harry came up as high
Bob Namba def. Ken Sheffield, 6-0, 6.2.
Doug Loomis def. Bob Brown 6-1, 6-1. testants as they wish and will re- Programs in Health," Physical Ed- point man with 20 and Brennan
the
Bill Schaefer def. Jim Derrickson 64, 6-3. ceive one point for each fall; five ucation, Recreation and Athletics generated the second half to
eventual win.
points
for
to
first
the
place;
Public,"
three
"Diagnosis,
points
Care,
Finals in the racket tourney will
Weaver hopes that first game
Let
take place Monday at 2:30 p.m. for second place and one point for and Treatment of Physical EducaCLEANING
third
place.
tion
and
Athletic
Manuel
Injuries,"
and jitters have settled down and will
at
Spartan Courts across from
REPAIRING
Do It
Spartan Stadium. Prizes will be
Drawing of opposition will he "Teaching Aids for elementary enter the Cow Palace with startRECORING
ers Tom Meschery t6-61, Dick Siawarded to the finalists and are held at 10 a.m, and the bouts Physical Education."
Cr 3.5708
648 So. First St.
General session is 10:35-12 p.m. ga ty i 6-51, LaRoy Doss 16-51, Joe
lying donated b y G,-d’s
aan Sport aro. to last six minutes once
The conference will end at 4:30. Barry i6-3i and Bob Did 15-10 i
ti
way.
The ALL -NEW
1 Evening game times for the varClaude Gilbert, flanker back on sity contests are: Friday Santa
(021t
the San Jose State football team. Clara vs. Stanford at 7:30, St
ROAD KING
has at one time or another during Mary’s vs. UCLA at 9:30. SaturA, rnodrrn n ’
ttall.,,,,s rifle
his grid career played end, center, daySt. Mary’s vs. Stanford at
it t.,,,he-f
fullback and guard.
7:30, Santa Clara vs. UCLA, 9:30

CAHPER Groups
To Hold Confab
At McClymonds

Freshmen Cager
,B es in i x ears

Starting time for the novice
boxing tourney is set for 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday In the Men’s Gym, and
will continue on Wednesday and
Thursday, according to boxing
coach Julie Menendez.
Approximately 50 men have
signed to partake in the bout,:
and will not be officially entero..1
until they welr,h in on Moonota.:

NCAA champs c:inie from
the novice tourney. They are Wetvin Stroud and Bob Tafoya who
received their start in SJS bqxing
I In the tourney.

1

I

Drive Out
to

UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE

PEK Meeting
There wilt be a meeting of
Phi Epsilon Kappa in 511:205
today at 2:30 p.m. All members
of the men’s honorary physieal
education fraternity are urged
it, attend and participate In the
ele,tion of next semester’s officers.

Pancakes that please everyone
from everywhere
1680 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
CHerry 3-8256

Just Arrived

Lambs Wool Cardigans
100% Lambs Wool
Just the thlng for these chilly
mornings. All sizes .
in grey, tan, charcoal and red.

ler

$595

PLASTIC
RAINCOAT
with carrier case

’4"
GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS

Sahara Oil Co.
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Netters Advance
To Quarter-Finals

11

etrW713PPLY AND
POWER TOOL MART

Cr;.JUIT

Dr. Harold Haskell
Optometrist
Complete eye examinations
and optical service.
latest styled glasses
end optical prescriptions filled
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 7-1880
100 So. 1st St.

MOM?. DAD?
Where to put ’em?

BRAND NEW

CITY CENTER
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South 2nd

Reed Sts.
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San Jose State’s ’58 edition of:
the freshman hoop squad is the
best yearling team to play on the
, Spartan hardwoods in the last six
years, according to Stu Inman,
frosh basketball coach.
The Spartababe cagers opened
the season with a 49-48 victory
oer the Stanford fvish in Palo
Alto and dropped their next encounter to a strong Cal frosh
five, 38-30.
The next contest for the SJS
frosh will be Tuesday against San
The game will be
Mateo JC.
played on the Spartan floor and
will start at 4:30 p.m.
Inman feels the yearling cagers
nlayed good ball in both their
..ontests, but pointed out that Cal’s
potent defense held the hoopsters
’bgn scoring enough to win.
Guards Gary Ryan, Vance Barn. ,; and Steve Basis have been the
:loor leaders for the Spartababes
,hus far.
Bill Thomas, forward, and Bill
bowman, center, have been good
hoard men for the fresh.
Inman believes Art Dalbey will
t one of the better rebounders on
the Freshman squad. Dalbey, who
H, a high -jumper in track and
stands 6-5, has been a late comer
on the frosh cage team.
The San Jose State freshman
basketball schedule calls for 19
L;ames, including 13 home engagements. Most of the home contests

will be played in Spartan Gym
starting at 6:15 p.m.
The Spartababes will be looking
forward to a rematch with the Cal
Cubs which will be played on the
locals home courts Dec. 19.
Ryan scored eighrpoints to lead
the Spartababe attack against the I
Cal frosh. Barnes scored seven and
Ron Sligar registered six.
Inman feels the frosh teams in
this area are evenly matched and
expects good turnouts for the
Spartababe home contests.
The Spartan Daily was established by students of San Jose
State Normal School in 1898.

Man ny’s
HYLAND INN

Air Conditioned
PRIVATE
BANQUET ROOM

Alum Rock and Capitol Ave.

3eaturin

-can ,90t

BOB RUSSELL
and His Band

DRY CLEANING

EOB ... at the Piano

The Nationally Advertised Sanitone ProCess
THOROUGH

QUICK

Special
IN BY 9

CONVENIENT

TOPCOATS $1.10

DINNERS
Served

OUT AT 5

SHANK’S

Dancing Every Friday and Saturday Nite

DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

from 5 p.m.

You’ll enjoy one of our
N.Y. CUTS
Or
SPECIAL BBQ STEAKS

CYpress 3-3701

No Cover

No Minimum

Charge

Cater ng ServiceSpecial Consideration fo Clubs and Groups

A new idea in smoking!

Salem refreshes your taste

SENIORS
A representative of the State of California will be
on campus December 8 and 9, 1958 to discuss career
opportunities in the following fields:

Accounting
Employment Management
Research and Statistics
Property Appraisal and Negotiation
Vocational Rehabilitation
Correctional Rehabilitation
Male interview arrangements at
the Placement Office

*menthol fresh
*rich tobacco taste
* modern filter, too

Perfect Spring days are all too few....but you can always enjoy a Salem Cigarette
... and a Salem refreshes your taste just as Spring refreshes you. Yes, the freshest
taste in cigarettes flows thfough Salem’s pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste
with a new surprise softness. That’s Salem ...You’ll love ’em!

Smoke Salem... Smoke Refreshed

5-SPARTAN DAILY

Friday, December 5, 1958

Col. Cook Labels New
Russ Plane Inevitable
By HUGH SCOTT
The reported addition of an experimental atom -powered bomber
to the Russian air arsenal doesn’t
deserve the amount of concern it
has received this week in congressional circles and newspapers,
Lt. Col. Emery A. Cook stated
yesterday.
Col. Cook, professor of air
science at SJS, said the nuclear
bomber and lack of a United
States counterpart were overrated.
Open at 4 P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

El Cireulu Castellano, dance, tonight, Cafeteria. 9.
Program COMFreshman
1.snI’(
mittee, meeting, today, Student
Union, 1:30 p.m.
IAS, work session, tomorrow,
Four programs, including man- Aero Lab, 9 a.m.
He said this country is fully
In the know knew Sputnik was
Newman Club, Communion
agement development, labor educapable of delivering a hydroInevitable."
cation, a personnel administration breakfast, Sunday, Newman Hall.
gen or atomic attack on any
He pooh-poohed the idea that
clinic and industrial relations edu- following 9:30 a.m. Mass; skating;
target. The capability of dethis country is four years behind
cation, are being planned by the Bel -Arena, Sunday, 12:30 p.m.
livering the payload, he said,
the Soviets in the develorent
SJS Institute of Industrial RelaPhl Upsilon PI, meeting, today.
is more important’ than the veof atomic aircraft.
tions and the Division of Business. S26, 10:30 a.m.
hicle used, "whether it be a
The ROTC chief, a B-29 SuperAccording to Dr. Leon F, Lee,
Roger Williams Fellowship,
Model-T Ford, or super bombdirector of the Institute, the
Bible class, Sunday, Grace Baptist
er."
programs will be offered once
Church, 10 a.m.
Flights of the huge Soviet plane
Roger Williams Fellowship, dineach semester beginning Febwere revealed in Aviation Week
ruary 1959. Participants in each
ner and meeting, Sunday, Grace
magazine Monday. The craft reof the programs saul meet one
Baptist Church, 3:47 p.m.
portedly has been seen in the air
Russian Club, meeting, today.
night per week for 12 weeks.
They may attend meetings for TH155, 3:30 p.m.
by observers in communist and
Spartan V, meeting, today.
one of the programs or for all
non-communist nations.
Spartan Y, 3:30 p.m.
Tour.
Col. Cook, who has headed the
"The management development
Air Force ROTC program here
program will be one designed for
for two years, took odds with an
mature persons and will suppleeditorial by Robert Hotz which
ment company training programs
"How to Get a Sales Job"
accompanied the article anfor middle and upper management "What Wholesale Selling Is Like
nouncing the Russian achievepersonnel who are capable of as- will be discussed by two reprement. Hotz declared the aircraft’s
suming greater administrative re- sentatives of Personal Products,
appearance "comes as a sickening
sponsibilities," said Dr. Lee.
Inc., at a dinner meeting of the
shock" to dedicated U.S. Air

12?eau

Force officers.
5loweri

"I don’t think it’s a shock,"
Col. Cook chuckled. "I think
it was inevitable, Just as people

-
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:1)-407.

COL. COOK

BAKMAS

A & M Auto Repair

Of Course!

BAKMAS

general auto repair
SPECIALITY
Hydrarnatic
Powerglide

Flower
Shop

student rates

CY 2-064210th 8, Santa Clara

456 E. San Salvador

CY 2.4247

ERWIN CLEANERS
"Quality Work at NO Increase in Price"
Bedutifully
I -hr. Service at no Extra Charge

424 E. Santa Clara

20%. Discount
with ASB Card

NEW BROCHURES AVAILABLE

1959 HOWARD TOUR
TO THE UNIVERSITY OF

HAWAII

SUMMER
SESSION

529

56 days for only

P TRAVEL INCL

25

fortress pilot in the Pacific luring
World War II, did not foresee any
sudden switch in policy from missile to nuclear bomber production
on the part of the United States.

Class Answers
Teenagers’ Queries
-Is it necessai) 10 join a sorority or fraternity in college? Does
participation in collegiate sports
interfere with studies and dating?"

Sweaters Cleaned and Blocked

ONLY

Plus
$9 Tax

II TOUR PRICE

DEPOSIT

cemun.

hot,. Wet. L./Follette
Housemother, Kappa Alpha Theta
Telephone: CYpress 343142

Members of the Teenage Club
nf Washington High School in
Fremont asked these and similar
1,10stions of SJS students enrolled
,n Dr. Grace Forbes’ Education for
Family Living class, when the
class conducted a panel at Niles
Elementary School recently.
Two weeks before the discussion,
members of the club were invited
to attend Dr. Forbes’ class to
give the high school student point
of view on such matters as dating,
going steady, and teenage marriage.
’Because most of my students
in to teach, our guests’ viewpoints would be of interest to
them," stated Dr. Forbes, associate professor of health and hygiene.
Before leaving SJS, the teenagers said they wanted the collegiate point of view on a few
to themmatters of interest
selves. The family living class
promised to discuss these matters. which concerned college life,
in a panel discussion two weeks
later.
"Although most of our audience
consisted of freshmen and sophomores. the group showed remarkable maturity, interest and behavior." said Dr. Forbes.
Of great concern to them wa.
the problem of choosing a maim
and the question of going through
college without help or affiliations
The students wanted to knoe,
whether or not they would he accepted in college and also he able
to work while attending school.
"We really enjoyed the visit,"
,141 Dr. Forbes.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion:
20e a line succeeding insertions;
2 line minimum.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, TOMOI Hall
No Phone Orders
FOR RENT
Vacancy, boys’ boarding and rooming
house. 28 S. 12th. S.J.
Rms., Men. Kit -h priv. $21 ma. 168 Sc
10th. CY 4.6780.
BELLE MANOR. Exclusive 2.bdrr,,. ao.s.
for girls. Avail. Jan. I. Built.in elec.
kitch. Stall showers. Complete laundry
facil. Patios and sunderIrs. $35 esvh, incl,
hot water. and garbage. 415 S. Sth
St. AN 4.5278.

mo.
MM. shore Inn. hwo
same. 2 refrig., TV. 720 S. 3rd. CY
5 8121.

$25

Attract. turn. apartment. 4 .,e1/-1 .l
colege. Only $32.50 ea. AX 6 3490

VW. ’56, row :min.. runs good. RE 6.
4155, 855 ACd’i01. Sunnyvale.

Shore opt. $22.50 mo. 380 S. 5th.

Ford ’SO Sod. 6,,tyl. New tires. generator and pale.. R&H, overdrive, Exc.
Cord. $280. CY 2.7044.

I girl to shore opt. $30 mo. 2-bdrm
apt. CY 5.1311.

"The labor education program Society for Advancement of Manwill allow the union member to agement Wednesday night at 6:30
engage in a program of progres- at Original Joe’s Restaurant.
sion, adding to his knowledge and
know-how as he goes along, in a
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch
systematic, disciplined manner."
Dinner
Dr. Lee described the personnel administration clinic as a
means "to provide educational
services in the field of person7th & E. SANTA CLARA
nel relations to: (I) persons
presently employed In personnel
and industrial relations departfor the discriminate cyclist
ments; and, (2) people who desire to start career employ..
ment In the area of manpower
management.
THE ALL STEEL BICYCLE
"The program for industrial refrom 554.95 to $99.95
lations people is designed to give
SALES and SERVICE
persons in this field a broader
perspective of the American economy as well as being involved with
industrial relations in a changing
1435 The Alameda
CY 3 9766
world," said Dr. Lee.
OPEN THURS ’TIL 9 P.1:4.

grouped the sources of the
de.
grees into geographical
areas as
follows: Pacific area, 48 per
cent;
mountain area, 7.7 per cent; een.,
tral area, 18.7 per cent; Easteni
area, 23.7: and foreign
countries,
1.8 per cent.

B
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Re.te
3 MONTHS ;15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando CY 2.27501

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
DRY 10c
WASH 20c

I

COIN OPERATED - SOFT WATER
serommerms

Callaway’s..Crysfal
Creamery

A

The Raleigh

PAUL’S CYCLES

Open 24 hrs.

171 South 3rd
Oak

Health Office Staff
To Attend Meeting
Staff members of the SJS
Health Office will attend the annual meeting of the Pacific Coast
College Health Assn. today and
tomorrow at San Francisco State
College.
Traveling to San Francisco for
the event are Dr. Thomas Gray.
SJS Health Service director; Doctors Robert Cralgin and Fleta
Williams, staff members; Mrs.
Helen Smith, head nurse; Miss
Elsie InntIVP. Mesdames Mary
Vanyn and Alice Anderson, assistants.
The Pacific Coast association
is an affiliate of the American
College Health Assn.
Host of the conference is Dr.
Eugene Rossi, director of San
Francisco State health service.
"The rest of the speakers are from
University of Califoi nia," commented Dr. Gray.

U- DO - IT LAUNDROMAT

INSIST
ON THIS
LAIR

Check your BMOC s
They’, wearing the
flop-pocl. et TAPERS,
styled for casual comfort,
longer wear and neat
tool, on and off campus.
Now available in a variety
of fabrics and colors.
21, h. 7.7,

4.95 to 6.95

Ti!’!its f

History Frat Holds
Ceremonies Tonight

18

3.98 to 4.50

at your

l’hi Alpha Theta, national history fraternity, will hold its annual initiation meeting and dinner tonight at 7 in the College
chapel.
"Adventure and Historical Research" will be the topic of guest
speaker Dr. E. D. Panagopoulos.

Favorite Campus

SIM"’

’55 cone.
V S. P.O.,
R&H,
,
sChew.
ne
.w
.w
dishes
warm rms. with tit. lin
51325. 179 5 14th, CY 7-9733.
Cure. 617 S. 6114 St. CY 5.8858,
Bike, men’s. J.C. Higgins. Austrian made
Rms., men. ’<itch, priv., private bath.
3.spd. gnats. Almost new. $35. CY 7.
lockers. 168 S. 10th. CY 4-6780.
5866 after 4 p.m.
Share house. $30 mo. CY 4.9299 be. House
Trailer, )5’ Eastern bit. ’54. Ewe,
’wenn 8-9
cnnd. tub and shower. sleeps 5. CY E,
4464.
Space
No. 165, Sper.an Tr, C.
WANTED

Clean,

Weekly pert time $50 to $75. College 113, ’ST. Wire wheels. R81-1. Adi. steer.
men only. No experience necessary. Vita 1,1. Mutt sacrifice. Low down pay. CY
7.5707. CL 1 0966.
Craft Co. CY 7.6867, 10.2 P.m.
Student to shore home with 2 ()fist,
male; Complete freedom. $35 mo. 147
Stone Ave.
TYPING!! SAVE 20% Pert,’ tinnw,;t
en. Former firm. Pyry. CH 3 1617.
ALTERATIONS

CY 3.2393

Fm’s. studio apt. for 7. 4 ri-.40 rnele.,. I
b11.
$25 ea. CY 2-2152 or
ES 7.6273.

Campus Representative wanted by
College Iterord
Earn $100 Plus m
11-,ort time. C-. ’age Record Club, Prow;
dn.’, 2 P’r

Furnished. Mod. 1-bdrns. not. completely
(ion. tiestwd
rts1. ennli
gerk rd NAm. I ba born
an
rnllein 405 C 7th r e 4-2291.

STUDENT TYPING. A
751 .,t,,
. CY
FOR SALE

r.,1

Keep On Your
Toes With

Accordion. 120 Bass. Used 6 mo. or.
49777
TRANSPORTATION
Driving to Nebr. for Xmas vacation.
Stenrn, rtsd.t.ei CY 3-9978.
Riders to Detroit. Tnavn De-. 19. return
B., 1 IRS, Csomel. MAykir
5227O.
LOST
Lost, green wallet. Coe.4,ning $12.
.4,1.
r .r 7 S,77
PERSONAL

Apt. 3 doers frees campus. Jr In .1 Rifle, Winchester .22 bolt action Weav Anyone knowing it,, whereabouts of W,1
students. Reasonable. Rent for mimed en scope, best offer: peep s1/2ht and :lam S. Pinto. c- "act Bill German, Cf
married couple. 329 S. 6th.
3-4633.
estre c’ia free AN 94894,

-

More than 45 per cent of SJS’
741 faculty members hold a docorate degree, according to the
Research and Field Services Cent er.
A survey indicates that 333 facof
k ilty members hold bachelor
arts degrees, of which more than
49 per cent were received from
colleges in the Pacific area.
According to tile report, 287 of
the faculty have master’s degrees, of which 47.3 per cent were
from Pacific area schools.
William R. Siddeway, research
assistant to the vice president.

Sales Promoters

395 Almaden Ave., CY 7-9908
Nos, the C t’s Auditorium

. 4

SJS Facult
Holds Honors

I. R., Business ’ Spartaguide
Plan Four
New Studies

Now that you’ve got yourself
into college, let safe, handy
NoDoz tablets help you get our
Harmless NoDoz helps yr,.
3,-vp alert through long. late
cramming sessions ... keeps
you on your toes during sern
NoDos tablets are safe as coffee
and murh more convenient.

ifo-Doz

SHAMPOO
FOR MEN
Formulated For a man’s hair and scalp.
Conditions while it cleans. 1.25

IN UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC !
SHULTON
C,,61

o-on,0

